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It is proved thar the obvious necessary conditions for the existecce of a group divisible design 
with k = 4 are sufficient, except for the cases corresponding to the non-existing transversal 
designs T(4, I ; 2] and TE4.1; 6). 
This paper has been written as Section 6.3 of the paper icj by H. Hanani. All the 
theorems and lemmas referred to, as well as all the relevant definitions, may be 
found in [O]. 
concerning the notation of groups and blocks of a design, we use the convention 
that if a block is enclosed in &rackets ( ), the points are denoted by exponents of 
some primitive element, as explained in Section 1 S, while if a block is enclosed in 
braces ( ), the points themselves are written. 
We first give a few additions and improvement;s to earlier sections. 
In the same way as Lemma 2.16 it can be proved: 
v E CD(K, A, M) and mK C GD(K’, A’, m), then mu E 
It can be easily seen, that if A’ = A in Lemma 2.21, we get: 
Lemma 2,28. If v E GD(K, A, M’) and M’C GD(K, A, M), then v E GD(K, A. M). 
In the same way as Lemma 2.28 can be proved: 
%A%BHM X29+ If v E GD(K, A, M) and M + m C GD(K, A, m ), then v + m E 
CD(K* A, PI0 )* 
Further we prove: 
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Prod. Eat n 3 11 ttrc lemma follows from Theorem 3.10; for II E 
( ~,2,4,5.7,8,9,10) - fram ?&arem 3.1; for n = 3 - from Lemma 3.21 aDd for 
rq=6- from Lemma 4.11 aus;l Tlmeor~m 3.2. 
Lemma 5.10 may be improved as fobws: 
&IQ*. Fbr every integer v 2 4, v E B(K,, 1) holds, where K., = 
(4,$, # . . * 12,14,1s, f&19,23}. 
PIIWB~~, Wehave to show that 27 E B(KJ, I). consider the design B[6,1; 311, which 
exists by Theorem 2.1, and delete 4 points, t18 3 of which are in a block. The 
ohtaioed design is B [(4,5,6}, 1; 271. 
Rern~L. Lj may t;e verified that K4 is minimal in the sense that for every v E: Ks, 
v e B(K far), 1) Mds. 
Lemma 6.8. Let h s t, I E T(5, A ) and (3h + m, 3t t m } C GD(4, A, m ); then 
3(4r f h)+ m EGD(4,A,m). 
Proof. By deleting t - h points from one group of a transversal design T(5, A ; E] we 
obtain a pairwise group divisibie design GD[(4,5), A, (h, t); 4r f h]. Since by 
Lemma 4.10, (12,15) C GD(4, I, 3) it follows by Lemma 2.2’7 that 5(4t + h)E 
rJD(4, A, (3h, 3/)) and by Lemma 2.29 our lemma follows. 
Lemmas 6.9. lf v E GD(4, A, m ) and v E T(4, A), then 4v E GD(4, A, m). 
Proof. v E T(4, A) means 4v E GD(4, A, u). Further apply Lemma 2.28. 
Lem:na 6.10. If q = 1 (mod 6) is a prime-power, then 2q E CD(4,1,2). 
Proof. X = 2(2)x GF(q,f(x)= 0). Let d = (q - 1)/6. 
P = ((0; 0), (0, a ), (0; CY + 21;;, (0; CY + 46)) mod (2; q ), cy =O,l,.u,d - I. 
Lemma 6.1 I. If n = 1 (mod 3) and n f 4. then v = 2n t? GD(4,1,2) haids, 
Proof, Let v = 2n = 6s f 2, s# 1. For s r 0 the lemma is trivial. Co~si&~ing 
Lemma 6.8 with t =O (mod 3), h 3 d3 (nx.~d 2), A = 1 and nr = 2 and applying 
Lemma 3.24 it suffices to prove the lemma for sE.S= 
{2.-J,. , . * 15,17,2 1,22,23,25,31,3.3,41). By Lemma 6.9 xtd Thearem 3.5 it is 
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sufkient to prove the lemma for s Z I (mod 4) and far s = 5 and Lemma 6.10 
proves for s E S all the cases s s I) (mod 2). Consequently it remains to prove the 
lemma for s E (3,S, 7. 11,15,2X 31) which is done presently. 
s = 3; 20 E GD(4, I, 2). Y = Z(2) x (Z(2) x Z(S, 2)). 
9 = ((8; 8,8), (8; 0,O). f?; 0, 1 ), (0; Q,2)) mod ( .- ; - ,5), 
((0; & B)), (8; 0, l), (0; 0,2). (0; 43)) mod ( - : - , S), 
((0;0,0),(0;O,0),(0;0,O),(O:0,2))mod( - : - 3). 
{(fk 8, @), (0; 0,8), (0; %I), (0; 6), 3)) mod ( - ; - 75). 
((0; &0), (0; 0,0), (0; 0, O), (0; Q,2)) mod ( - ; - , 51, 
((0; 0,0), (0; 0,0), (0; 0, I), (0; 0,3)) mod ( - : - .S). 
s = 5; 32 E GD(4,1,2). X = Z(2) x Z( 16). 
9 = ((0, j), (0, j + 8)) mod (2, - ), j = 0, 1, . . . ,7. 
P = ((0, O), (0,6), (1, U), (1,Z)i mod ( - .16), 
{ (0, O), (0,4), (0, 1 1 ), ( 1, 15)) mod ( - , 1 f9, 
((WQ (0: 0, (0,3), (L 6)) mod ( - ? W, 
((O,S),(l,~),(l, l),(LS)}mod(-, 16), 
((0, ;2), (1, O), (1, .3), (119)) mod ( - , 16). 
s = 7; 34 E GD(4.1,2). X = Z(2) x Z(22). 
99 = ((0, j), (OJ + 11)) mod (2, - ), i = 0, I, ‘ . . , El). 
9 = ((OJ), (0,5), (1 r3),(1,15)~ mod ( -: 2?), 
{((A O), (0,8), f&9), (1,6)) mod ( - ,22). 
((O,O),(O,2),(O,6),(1,9)}m~d(-. 22)+
{[O, 0), (O,7), (0, lo), (1,11)) mod ( - ,22), 




s = 11; 68 E GD(4,1,2).‘X = Z(Z) ‘x (Z(3) x Z(3) x Z(3)) U ((XJ: i = 0,l. . . . . 13). 
iP= GD[S,1,2;14)an ((=,): i =O,L , 13), 
{@y), (0; 0,&Q), (0; 1, j, 2j+ l), (0; 2, Zj, j + 2)) mod (2; - T 3,3). j = (),I. 2, 
(p&3), (0; O,O,O), (0; 1.,2h -+ 2, k ), (0; 2, k -;- f ,a2 )) mod (2; - ,3.3), 11 = 0, 1 v 
((~I,S);(O;E),j,O),(1;I~,j+l,0),(l~O.j+2,2))mod(2;3. -,3), j=kl.2, 
{(=,+&(O;j + tt,O,k),(l;j +h,O,CE + l).(r;j + h f 1, l,h)Imod(2; - A - IV 
j ==O,l,~, II =0.1.2. 
{(.=,&(O;j +h,h,O),(l;j +h,h + 1,2),(l;j+h + i,kQQnod(2; -, ~3). 
j = 0.1.2. h = 0,1.2, 
((o;u,O,O),r(0;O.O, I), (0; 1,0,0), (I; 2, L, 1)) mod(2; 3,3.3), 
((O;O,O,U],(O;Ol ,I),(l; LO,2),(1; I, 1,2)}mod(2;3,3.3). 
s = 1592 E GR(4, I, 2). x = I(23) x J(4). 
We start with a construction of a pairwise group divisible design GDIJ, 1, {Z, 5); 231 
with exactly one group of size 5, on the set Y’ = z(2) X (z(3) X Z(3)) U ((ai): i = 
0, 1.2.3.4). 
.P=((~,),(O;O,j),(l;O,j+1),(1;l,j+2)}mod(2;3, --), j=O,i,2, 
.(=.J,(O;O,O),(O; 1,0),(8;2,O))mod(2;-,3), 
f(=r), (0; 0,2), (0; 1, l), (0; 230)) mod (-; 3, - ), 
{(Q,(l;O,O)r(l;Or 1),(1;0,2); mod(-;3, - ), 
((0; 0, O), (0; 0, 0, (1; 1, I), (1; LO)} mod ( - ; 3,3). 
As the next step we prove the existence of a transversal design T[4,1; 231 with a 
subdesign T[4,1; S]. Consider a design T[S, 1; S] and delete two points from one of 
the groups; the result is a design GD[{4,5}, 1, {3,5}; 231. By Theorem 3.2 it follows 
that 23 E T(4,1), while the proof of this theorem proves the existence of a subdesign 
T[J. 1; 5). 
We are now able to construct a design GD[4,1,2; 921. Denote by 3 a transversai 
design ,B = TI4.1; 231 on X = 1(23) x I(4) with a subdesign Y0 = T[4,1; S] on 
Y = l(5) x I(4). Further, let 58, = GD[4,1, (2,5); 231 on 1(23) x (i} with exactly one 
group of size 5, namely I(5) x {i}, i E I(4). Finally let $8 = GD[4,1,2; 201 on Y. We 
take as groups of our design the groups of size 2 of Si, i E I(4) and the groups of 9, 
and as blocks - the blocks of Biq i E Z(4), of 9 and of Y,Y,. 
s E (23,31); { 140,188) c GD(4,1,2). 
We prove moreover, that for every m23, u = 48m - 4 E GD(4,1,2! Thor every 
integer m there exists, by Theorem 7 of 1363, a resolvable BIBD RI3[4,1; L?m + 41. 
Form a part iai completion of this desig:; by adjoining 4m - 6 points pi, i = 
4i), 1, # . . ,4m - 7, where the point pi is adjoined to each of the blocks of the ith 
parallel class. In this way we get a design B[{4,5,4m - 6}, 1; 16m - 21. Since we did 
not use ail rhe parallel classes of the original design, we can pick the blocks of one 
of the remaining parallel classes together with the block of size 4m - 6 and cali 
them groups. It follows that 16m - 2 E GD((4,5), 1, {4,4m - 6)). By Lemma 2.27 
with m = 3 and Lemma 4.10 we get 4Sm -- 6 E GD(4,1, (12,12m - 18)) and consid- 
ering (14,12m - 13) C GD(4,1,2) our assertion follows from Lemma 2.29 with 
m =2. 
Lemma 6.12. If n = 0 01 1 (mod 4), then tt == 3n E GD(4,1,3). 
Proof. Foiiows from Lemmas 5.11 and 2.12. 
Lemma 6.13. If n 5 I (mod 3), then v = 4n E GD(4,1,4). 
Prmf. By Theorem 7 of [36] there exists a resolvable BIBD RB[4,1; 0). Consider 
tsnc of The parallel classes of Mocks in this design as groups of a group divisible 
esign. 
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Lemma 6.14. If q is a power of an odd prime and q # 3, then 6q E GD(4,1,6). 
Proof. The proof is given separately for q = 1 (mod 4) and for q = 3 (mod 4). 
q = I (mod 4). X = (Z(2) X 2(3,2)) x GF(q, f(x) = 0). Let d = (q -- I)/2 and x” = 
(x + 1)/(x - 2). 
9’ = ((tkB);a),(fld;a + d),(0,a$),(O,a;a + u))mod( - ,3;q), 
ar =O,l,..., d-l, 
((090;a),(0,0;~ +d),(O,a + k0),(0,a + l;cu + u)}r.lod<-- ,3;q), 
cy =O,l,..., d- 1. 
q = 3 (mod 4). X -= (Z(2) x 2(3,2)) x GF(q, f(x) = 0). 
Let d = $(q - 1) and Let u be chosen in such a way that x2“ - 1 is an odd power of x. 
(From the identity x’- 1 = xzed(x -‘_- 1) it is seen thaF either u = 1 or u = - 1 
satisfies this requirement.) 
8’ = ((0,0; 2a), (0,0; 2a + d), (0,O; Q. (O,O; 2a + u )> mod (2,3; q), 
a =O,l,..., d-l. 
Lemma 6.15. If n 4 4, &erz 5‘ = 6~ E GDj4, I, 6). 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.16 and 5.18 it suffices to prove our Iemma for rr E K, = 
15 6 9 *--*, 20,22,23,24,27,28,29,32,33,34,39). Lemmas 6.11, 2.27 and 4.10 take 
care of the cases n = 1 (mod 3); and Lemma 6.14 -of the cases that n is a power of 
an odd prime. Further, by Lemma 6.9 and Theorem 3.5 we do not have to 
nrnwe tb,c 
r-"'w hiiiiii tur fz = ii jmc-ni 4j, n h!U. It leaves us with the cases 
n E (6,8,12,14,15,18,33,39), the proof of which is given presently. 
rt = 6; 36 E-GD(4, 1,6). X = (Z(2) x 2(3,2)) x (Z(2) x 2(3,2)). 
9 = ((0,0;0,0),(0,0;0,0),(0,0;0,0),(O,O;O,O)hod(2,3r - 9 3), 
((0,0;0,0),(O,O;0,0),(0,0~O,O),(O,I;O, lj)mud(2,3; - 3, 
((0,0;0,0),(Ok1;0.0),(0,0;0,0),(0,0;0,1)~mod(2, 3; - ,3),
((0,0; 0,0), (0, t; 0, O), (0,0; 0, l), (O,0; O,0), mod (2 j 3: - ,3), 
C(0,0;0,0),(0,1;0,0),(0,1;O,Q),(0,0;O,l)~m~d(2,3; - 3 
n =t 8; 48 E GD(4,1,4)* X = (Z(2) x 2(3,2)) x (Z(T 3) U P)). 
9 = ~(0,0;~),(0,0;0),(0,O;S),(O,O;l)~ mod( - q 3;7), 
{(a, 0; =), (0,1; 0): (0, 1; 3), (0,0; 5)) mot4 ’ - ,3; 7), 
cjO,0;=), (0,0;0),(0,0;2),(0,1;0)hN- 3% 
ico,a;~),(O,s;s),(O,O; 4). (0,1;5Nmod(-, 3;7), 
((O,@;& +2),(0,#3;2a +5),(0,0;0),(0,1;2a +4)}mod(-,3;7),a =OA 
((0,&Q,@% 0;5),(0,0;0),(0,0;3))mud(- A3 
f(%,0; O),(& 0; 3), (0,Q;2),(0,0;5))mod(- J:Ve 
n = 12; 72 E GD(4,1,6). X = Z(6) x @(I 1) U +)). 
9 = ((0; =), (0; O), (1; IO), (2; 2)) mud (6, f 11, . 
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HO; WJ), (3; 01, (4; 7), (5; 5)) mod (6,l I), 
((0; 2), (0; 91, (1; lo), (3; 5)) mod (6.1 l), 
ItO; 4), (0; 71, (1; 9?, (3; 5)) mod (&I ? ). 
{(O; 31, (0; 8), (2; O), (2: 1)) mod (6,ll )9 
((0; O), (2; 11, (2; lo), (3; 51) mod (6,ll). 
n = 14;84EGD(4,1,6). X = 2(6)x(2(13,2&J(~)). 
9 = ((ar’,=),(V; ar),(2’; at+4),(4’;~-+8))mod(6;13), a =O,l, 
((V; c), (Y!‘; 2 + 4), (0’; Q c 8), (1’; 6)) mod (6; 13), (Y = 0, 1, 
((0’;0),(1’;4p),(3’;4p +2),(4’;4/3 M))mod(6; 13), p = OA2. 
n = 15;9OEGD(4,1;6),X =2(16)x Z(S). 
9 = ((0; 0). (4; l), (4; 2). (1; 8)) mod(6; 151, 
((4; 1),(1;2),(1; 4), (3;5)) mod (6; 15), 
((4; 2), (1; 4), (4; 8), (0; 10)) mod (6; 15), 
((00; 0). (0; 4), (5; 5), (4; 8)) mod (6; 15), 
((4; l), (0; 5), (4; 8), (3; 10)) mod (6; 15), 
($0: 0). (1; 2), (2; 51, (0; 10)) mod 16; 151, 
((O;O),(l; 1),(1;4),(5; lO))mod(6; 15). 
YZ= 18;108EGD(4,1,6).X=2(6)x2(13,2){@,): Ui=O,l,...,29j. 
:P = Mocks of GD[4,1,6; 301 on {(q): i = 0, 1, . . . ,291, 
blocks of S(4,l; 131 on {j} X 2(13), j E Z(6), 
(P n*,8), (p’; 4~r), ((fl f 1)‘; 4a + 4). ((p -t 3)‘; 40 + 8)) mod (6; 131, 
a=0,1,2, p=o,1,...,5, 
((x _ a 3B ), ((p + 2)‘; 4~ + 1), ((p + 4)‘; 4a -t 5), (((3 + 5)‘; 4cr + 9)) mod (6; 1% 
a=l),1,2, /3=&l (..., 5, 
((* ,,,,,+,,),((y+3S)‘;4a+5),((y~ 35+1)‘;4a+8), ((y +36+2)‘;4011)) 
mod(6;13), cu=O,1,2, y=O,1,2, 5=&i, 
@ nrz-,), (6’; 4a + 2), ((S + 2)‘; 4a f 6), ((S -I- 4)‘; 4a + 10)) 
mod (6; 13), (Y =0,1,2, 6 =O,l. P 
n E (33,39); (198,234) C GD(4,1,6). 
Follows from Lemma 6.8 GWith A = 1, m = 6, t = 14 and h E {0,12}. 
Lemma 6.15. For every n, n 3 4, v = 120 E GD(4,1,12) holds. 
Proof. P,y Lemmas 2.16 and 5.W it au&es to prove our lemma for n E Kb = 
!4.5,..., 12,14,15,18,19,23). Considering Lemmas 6.12,6.13 and 2.27 it remains to 
prove the Iemma for n E K* = (6,11,14,15,18,23). i3y Lemmas 2.27 and 4.10 it 
suffices to prove that 4.K * C GD({4,5), 1,4). For n E {6,11, IS), 4n E GD(5.1,4) by 
I emmar- 5.19 and 2.12. For n E (14,231 form a resolvable SlyD RB[4,1;4jn - 1)) 
and partially complete it with- points pf, i = 0, 1,2,3; further, consider as groups a 
parallel class of blocks of the resoIvable BED and the set {pc : i ~4, b, 2,3), this 
yields a GD[f4,5), 1.4; 4n]. For n z 18 let X = Z(4) X .2(17,3) U ((q): i ;= 0, 1,2,3). 
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9 = ((?J,(O’;(Y),(l’;cy + 1).(2’;a +2),(3’;a + 3))mc;d(- ; 17). a = 0,1,2,3, 
((0’; P + 4), (1’; p + S), (2’; B + fi), (-3”; p -+ 7)) mod ( - ; 17). p = 0, 1, . . . p 1 I, 
B [{4,5}, I; 171 err {ii x Z(U), i = 0,1,2,3: 
The existence of B [(4,5}, 1; 171 follows from Lemma 3.12, considering 4 E T(4,l). 
Proof. x = 2(3,2) x GF(q, f(x) = 0). Put d = cq - I)/?. 
9 = ((O;a),(O;n + d),(l; a + l),(l;a + d + l))mod(3;q). a = O,l,..., d - 1. 
Lemma 6,118. For every n 3 4, v = 3n E GD(4,2,3) halds. 
Proof. Hy Lemmas 2.16 and S.lO* it suffices to prove our lemma for n E K,. For 
n = 0 or 1 (mod 4) the iemma follows from Lemma 6.12 and for n = 1 (mod 3) - 
from Lemmas 2.16 and 5.12. Fwrther if n = q is 3 power of an odd prime, the proof 
is given in Lemma 6.17, and it remains to pror*e the lemma for n E (6,14,15,18) 
which is done presently. 
n = 6; 18 E GD(4,2,3). x = 2(3,2) x (Z(S, 2) u @))S 
9 = ((0; x’), (0; a), ( a;a),(a;a+2)}mod(3;5), a =O,l, 
((0;0),(0;2),(1; 1),(1;3)) mod(3; 5). 
n = 14; 42 E GD(4,2,3). X = 2(3,2)x (Z(l3,2) U (x}). 
iP = ((0;a),(0;0),(a;3a),(Ly;3a +6))mod(3; 13), a = O,l, 
((O;Ax + 1),(0;3a + 7),(1;3a + 2),(1;3rw + S))mod(3; 13), a = 0.1, 
f(0;~),(0;~+6),(1$+3),(1$+9))modf3;13), /3=0,1,2. 
n = 1s; 45 E GD(4,2,3). X = 2(3,2) x (Z(3,2) x Z(S, 2)). 
p = ((0;0,0),(0;0,2),(0; 1,1),(0; 2*3))Wd(3;3,5), 
((O;O1a),(O;O,ar +2),(0;0,0),(0;l,jL.))mod(3;3,5), a =%I, 
((0;%0),(&O.a +2#3),(a;l ,cy t-2@+ I)Ja f t; 1,0))mod(3;3,5), 
a =Q,l, f34,l. 
n = 18; 54 E GD(4,2,3). X = Z(3,2) x (Z(l7,3) U (3~)). 
9 = ~(~;~),(0;0),(a;4a),(a;4a f @)mod(3;17), a = (Al, 
((0; I), (0; 9), (1; 9, (1; 13)) mod (3; 17), 
((O;~CU +2).@;4ar + 10),(1;4a + 3),(1;4a + ll)}mod(3; 17), a = (A 1, 
((0; 2p + i). (0; 2@ +- 9), (1; 2p + 2), (1; 2/3 t lO)i mod (3; 17), B = 0.1,2,3. 
F%M* x = Z(2) x GF(q,f(x) = 0). Let d = j(q - 1). 
*~@s~),(~;cu),(&~+ l),(O;at2))mod(2;q), a =O,f,...,&- 1. 
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Lemma 6.20. For every n a 4, o = 2n E GD(4,3,2) holds. 
Proorf. By Lemma 2.16 and 5.10* it suffices to prove our lemma for n E K,. For 
1 (rn~I 3) and n # 4 the tcmma fallows from Lemma 6.11 and for n = 4 - from 
Theorem 3.11. Of n = q is a power of an odd prime, the proof is given in Lemma 
6.19. ft remains to prove the lemma for PI E {6,8,12,14,15,18} which is done 
herewith. 
n = i;%2 E GD(4,3,2). X = Z(2) x (Z(5,2) u {a)). 
= ~(0;*),(0;0),(0;O),(0;2~)mod(- ;5), 
((8; 9 (0: 4% (0; 11, (0; 3)) mod i - ; 9, 
(iO;~),(Ib;0),(0;1),(0; 3))mod(- ;5), 
~i~;~~),iO;0),(0;0),(0;2))mod(- ;5)1 
~(0;0),(0;~2),(r); l , (0; 3))mod(2;5). 
n = 8; 16 E CD(4,3,2). X = Z(2) x (2(‘7,3) u (m)). 
9 = (0% m), (B; O), (0; I), (8; 2)) mod ( - ; 7), 
((0:ao)T(~;0),(0;1),iO;5))mod(-;7), 
W 33),((~;0),(0;2),(0;5)) modi- ;7), 
W; ~9, (@k 69, (0; I), (0; 4)) mod ( - ; 7), 
((0; 24, (0; 2a f 3), (0; 2a + 2), (0; 2cn + 5)) mod ( - ; 7), CY = 0,1, 
((8; @), (0; O), (0; 2), (0; 4)) mod (2; 7). 
n = 12; 24~ GD(4,3,2 I. X = Z(2) x Z(11,2) tJ ((mi): j = (),I}. 
9 = #%), (49; 0), (0; 2cr -- 1),(0;2a -t 7))mod(2; ll), a = I), 1, 
((0: 0), (0; 0), (0; 1), (0; 4)) mod (2; I I), 
w B -i- 2?, (8; p -b 7), (0; j3 + 3), (0; p -l- 8)) rrtod ( - ; Ii), p =: 0. !,2,3, 
W% O), (8; I), (0: 2), (0; 3)) mod ( - ; ! 1). 
Wko),i% I).@* 2). (0;6))mod ( - ; 11). 
n = 14; 28 E GD(4,3,2). X = Z(2) x z(13,2) u ((UJJ: i = o, I). 
9 = (inch (8; 8), (0; 3a), (0; 3ar + 1)) mod (2; 13), CY = 0, 1, 
~~0~~~)~(0~+6),(O;4-a),(O;lO-a)}mod(-;13), a =O,l, 
((@;a +3),i&a +9),(O;a),(O;ct +6))mod(-; 13), QI =O,l, 
((0; 0), (0; a ), (0; QT + 4), (0; Q + 8)) mod (2; l3), CT = 0, 1, 
(6% 8), (fk 01, 0% 4), (0,8)) mGd (2; 13). 
n = 15; 30 E GD(4,3,2). X = Z(2) x (2(3,2) x Z(z, 2)). 
.P =~~0;0,0),(0;0,0),(0;1,~~),(0;1,(~+2))mod~;3,S), LY =0,1,2, 
U0; 0,0), (0; 0, a), (0; 0, QY + 3), (0; 1, at + 3)) mad (2; 3.5). ar t= 0.1.2, 
((0; 0,019 (0; 0, O), (0; 0, I)$ (0; 85 3)) mod (2; 3, S), 
M = 18; 36 E GD(4,3,2). X = Z(2) x 2(17,3) U ((ai): i = 0, I). 
, (0; 0), (0; 2)) mod (2; l7), 
(0; 5), (0; 14)) mod (2; 17), 
), (0; 7)5 (0; 13)) mod (2; X 7), 
Gmup divisible designs with block -site four 
((0; 2~), (0; 241+ 1). (0; 2ar + 2). (91; 2cu + 4)) mod (2; 17), a = 0, 1, 
((0;pj,(0;B+F1.(O1~+4),(O;~+ 12))mod(2;17), p -O,l,2,~. 
Lemma 6.21. If q is u pmwr sf an odd prime, then 4q E GD(4,3,4). 
Prmf. X =r (2(3,2) u {a)) x GF(q, f(x) = 0). Let d = (q - 1)/2. 
9 = tp; a),( ~;a.+d),(~;(a!+1),(0;a+d+l))mod(3;q). (~=O,l,...,d-f, 
((O;a),(Ox + d),(k a+l),(l;~~+dfl))mod!3,q), r=O,l,..., d-l, 
((=;0),(0;/3),(O;fi+ 1j,(l;p+2))mod(-;q), p =O,l,...,q -2. 
Lemma 6.22. For every n Z= 4, v = 4n E GD(4,3,4) holds. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.16 and 5.10* it suffices to prove our lemma for n E K,. For 
n = 1 (mod 3) the lemma follows from Lemma 6.13 and for n = 0 or i (mod 4) - 
from Lemmas 5.13 and 2.16. If n =O or 1 (mod 5)* then by Lemmas 5.19 and 2.12, 
4n E GD(5, 1,4) and considering 5 E B(4,3) by Lemma 5.13, our lemma holds. If 
n = q is a power of an odd prime, the proof is given in Lemma 6.21. It remains to 
prove the lemma for n E (14.18) which is done presently. 
r n = 14;56EGD(4,3,4). X = 2(4)x 2(13,2)U((=,): i = 0,1,2,3). 
9 = ((~,),(O’;4)),(lf;3a),(1’;3a +6))mod(4; 13). a = 0, 2, 
Wt), (0'; 0), (2’; 0), (2’; 2)) mod (4; 13), 
WQS), (0’; 0), (0’; I), (0’; 5)) mod (4; 131, 
t(O’;#3+2).(O’:J3+8),(1’;/3+5),(1’;/3+ ll)>mod(4;13), /3 =0,1,2,3, 
((0’; 0), (0’; 11). (2’; ti), (2’; 9)) mod (4; 13), 
((0’; 01, (0’; 0), (2’; 3), (2’; 41) mod (4; 13), 
((0’; 0), (1’; 38 + 2). (2’; 3/S + 8), (3’; 3/3 + 5)) mod (4; IS), /3 = 0.1,2,3. 
n = 18; 72 E GD(4,3,4). X = Z(4) x 2(17,3) U ((xQ: i = 0, 1,2,3}. 
9 = ((~J,(O’;Q),(O’;4a),(O’;4a + l)}mod(4; 17), QU =O, 1, 
((m,,,), (O’; 0), (0’; 4a f 3), (0’; 4a + 4)) mod (4; 17), a = 0, 1. 
((0’; p), (O’; @ -I- 81, (1’; @ + 4), (1’; 6 + 12)) mod (4; 17), p = Nl, 2,3, 
((0’; f&), (U’; ICY + 14), (2’; 4cy + l), (2’; 4cu + 2)) mod (4; 17), (111 = 0, 1, 
((Oi;0),(1’;2r),(2’;2y +6),(3’;2y + ll))mod(4; 17), y = O,l,. . . ,7. 
Theorem 63. Let WI, A and v be PAive s’nregers. .A necessary a@ sufficient 
condition for tke c.uis~mce of 4 group divl’sibl”e design GD[4, A, m ; v] is that the design 
is twt GD [4,1,2; 81 ad not GD [4,1,6; 241 and that 
v =O(modm), A(v - m)=O(mod3), hv(u - m)=O(mod 127, 
andv 341pz or v==mm. 
Pm& 8 g GD(4,3,2) folilows from Lemma 3.14 and 24 ff GD(4, I, 6) has been 
pfa~ed hy Tarry [32]. The necessity of the other conditions fofiows from Theorem 
6.1. Regarding the sufficiency it foHows from Lemma 2.7 that we may limit 







O(mod2), m a8 
1 or 4 (mod 12) 1 or 4(mcrd 12) 
2(mod6), o#e I (mod3), n#4 
0 or 3 (mod 12) 0 or 1 (mod 4) 
4(mod 12) 1 (mod 3) 
0 (mod 6), 0 a 30 every n 2~ S 





12 0 (mod 12). o 3 48 every n D 4 




1 (mod 3) I (mod 3) 
2 (f;lod 6) 1 (mod 3) 
O(mod3), ti b 12 every n * 4 
0 (mod 6), o a 24 every n b 4 
0 or 1 (mad 4) 0 or 1 (mod 4) 
0 (mod 2), u * 8 every n b 4 
0 (mad 4), tt ;2t 16 every n * 4 
O(moo(i), u a224 every na4 
cvcly u;;arrrl every n * 4 
J,emma 5. J 1. 
Lemma 6.11. 
Lemma 6. J 2. 
bmma 6.13. 
Jxnrma 6.15. 
Lemma 6.11 or 6.13 and 
TJworcm 3.5. 
Lcmmu 6,16. 
Lemma 6.15 or 6.16 and 
Theorem 3 .S 
Lemma 5.12. 
Lemma 6.11 and 
Theorem 3. I 1. 
Lemma 6.18. 





Lemma 6.15 and 
Thcowm 3. J 1. 
Lemma 5.14, 
. . 
ourselves to the values of A which are factors of 12. Further, it follows from 
Thcorzrris 3.1 a:rd 3.5 that for t e {2,6), if u E GD(4, A, m), then ro E GD(4, A, tm ). 
Consequently, the sufficiency is proved completely in Table 6.2. 
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